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Trends
Recruitment of C4BP by multiple M
types occurs through conserved
sequence patterns that are hidden
within M protein variability.

Phylogenetic analysis offers a way to
group the M protein into two broad
clades, and clusters within those
clades.

Like C4BP, factor H (FH) is recruited by
M protein variable sequences, but the
number of M types that bind FH is
unclear, as are the sequence patterns
underlying the recruitment.

The M1 protein variable region detoxi-
fies the antimicrobial peptide LL-37
through a ‘protein trap.’ The M1 pro-
tein variable region similarly detoxifies
the antibacterial activity of histones.

Instability and conformational
dynamics in the M1 B-repeats are
required for recruitment of fibrinogen.

The M1 B-repeats have a multiplicity of
functions, including binding glycans
belonging to blood group antigens
and triggering pyroptosis in
macrophages.
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Review
Variation, Indispensability, and
Masking in the M protein
Partho Ghosh1,*

The M protein is the major surface-associated virulence factor of group A
Streptococcus (GAS) and an antigenically variable target of host immunity.
How selection pressures to escape immune recognition, maintain indispens-
able functions, and mask vulnerabilities have shaped the sequences of the
>220 M protein types is unclear. Recent experiments have shed light on this
question by showing that, hidden within the antigenic variability of many M
protein types, are sequence patterns conserved for recruiting human
C4b-binding protein (C4BP). Other host factors may be recruited in a similar
manner by conserved but hidden sequence patterns in the M protein. The
identification of such patterns may be applicable to the development of a GAS
vaccine.

Antigenic Variation, Functional Indispensability, and Vulnerability Masking
[163_TD$DIFF]For microbial pathogens, antigenic variation is a favored means for escape from host immune
surveillance and neutralization[164_TD$DIFF]. Small changes in the sequence of microbial virulence factors are
usually sufficient to attenuate recognition by neutralizing antibodies (Figure 1). At the same time,
such changes have the potential to limit or destroy the essential function of virulence factors.
These functions are generally quite precise and are specified by sequences and structures that
are poorly tolerant of sequence variation. Such functionally indispensable sequences and
structures represent vulnerabilities for the pathogen. In turn, pathogens have evolved strategies
for masking these vulnerabilities. Examples from HIV and influenza virus include host glycosyl-
ation, which is seen as ‘self', and functional structures that exist only upon induced conforma-
tional changes. Recent work on HIV [1], influenza virus [2], and dengue virus [3] has revealed
that it is possible for host immunity to thwart these masking strategies in the form of broadly
neutralizing antibodies.

The Gram-positive bacterial pathogen Streptococcus pyogenes (or group A Streptococcus,
GAS) has long been known to evade immunity through antigenic variation of the M protein [4,5],
its major surface-associated virulence factor. However, how the M protein has been shaped by
antigenic variation, functional indispensability, and masking strategies is less clear. This review
is focused on sequence-variable regions of the M protein, and recent results showing that
certain variable regions recruit common host factors despite their sequence diversity. In
particular, this review deals with the emerging theme of sequence conservation hidden within
M protein variability.

Antigenic Variation in the M protein
GAS is a leading cause of global morbidity and mortality [6]. With an estimated >500 000
deaths annually, GAS ranks among the top ten causes of mortality from infectious disease [6].
GAS is responsible for mucosal infections (e.g., pharyngitis and impetigo), acute invasive
diseases (e.g., necrotizing fasciitis and streptococcal toxic shock syndrome), and autoimmune
sequelae (e.g., rheumatic heart disease and glomerulonephritis) [7,8].
Trends in Microbiology, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tim.2017.08.002 1
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Figure 1. Selection Pressures on Virulence Factors. The sequences and structures of virulence factors are shaped
by antigenic variation to escape immune recognition, and by sequence conservation to maintain indispensable functions.
Masking strategies enable virulence factors to both evade host immunity and maintain indispensable functions. A masking
strategy involving an induced conformational change is depicted.
The M protein has a significant role in the entire range of conditions caused by GAS. Covalently
attached to theGAS cell wall, theM protein forms a dense fibrillar coat that extends�500 Å into
the extrabacterial space [9]. The M protein can also be found in released, soluble form during
routine growth [10] or infection [11]. Throughout nearly its entire length, the M protein is
composed of a dimeric, parallel a-helical coiled coil [9,12–14], explaining its fibrillar
appearance. However, portions of the coiled coil are quite far from canonical and contain
key irregularities [13,15,16], as detailed below.

Sequence variation is localized to the N-terminal portion of the mature M protein, whose length
on average is �320–440 amino acids [17] (Figure 2A). The N-terminal 50 amino acids of the
mature M protein are denoted the hypervariable region (HVR) and distinguish one M type from
another [18]. Extending a further 100–150 amino acids beyond the HVR are sequence-variable
regions denoted the A region or A repeats and B-repeats, depending on the M protein type;
certain M protein types lack one or the other [19]. The A and B designations are based on
relative position rather than on sequence identity. Following these regions are the conserved
C-repeats and the D region, with the latter containing an ‘LPXTG’ motif for cell wall anchoring
(Figure 2A).

More than 220 distinct M protein types have been identified through sequencing of the HVR
[17]. The variability of this region is ascribable to immune pressure, as the HVR is a target of
opsonizing antibodies [20–23]. Such antibodies are generally type-specific, recognizing the
immunizing M type but not other M types [23,24], although there are recently discovered
exceptions to this, as discussed below [25,26]. Type-specificity has been a problem in the
development of an M protein-based GAS vaccine. At present, no GAS vaccine exists. The HVR
is weakly immunogenic [21,27,28], which, along with its sequence variability, provides an
additional means of escape from immune surveillance. This weak immunogenicity is likely
related to the fact that the HVR is sensitive to proteolysis and is susceptible to removal from the
M protein due to the action of host or bacterial proteases (e.g., elastase or SpeB, respectively)
[27]. Proteolytic sensitivity typically correlates with a lack of structural ordering, and consistent
with this tendency, the HVR of the M1 protein was observed to be structurally irregular [13].
2 Trends in Microbiology, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy
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Figure 2. [162_TD$DIFF]Conserved Sequence Patterns Hidden within Variability. (A) Variability is localized to the N-terminal
portions of the M protein (HVR, A-repeats or A region, and B-repeats), while the C-terminal portions (C-repeats and D
region) are conserved. Nascent M protein is processed into mature M protein through the proteolytic removal (denoted by
gray triangles) of an N-terminal signal sequence (SS) and proteolytic processing of a C-terminal ‘LPXTG’ motif, the latter
resulting in covalent attachment of theM protein to the peptidoglycan. (B) C4BP has five contact sites (depicted by colored
symbols) that interact with complementary amino acids of the M protein HVR. The four contact sites on the C4BP a2
domain form a quadrilateral, and the one site on the a1 domain consists of an Arg nook. The Arg sites are depicted as
hexagons. (C) Heptad pattern of C4BP-contacting residues [denoted as colored symbols corresponding to panel (B)] in
M2 and M49 (top) and in M22 and M28 (bottom) HVRs. The core heptad a and d positions are in gray.
Functional indispensability appears also to be at play in M protein HVRs. While HVR sequences
differ between M types, these sequences are stable within the type, which suggests an
indispensable function for each of the HVRs. While a number of host factors have been
identified to interact with M protein variable regions [19], they fall far short of the >220 M
types and number only in the handful. Recent work examining the interaction of M protein HVRs
with human C4b-binding protein (C4BP) offers an answer to this puzzle [29].

Hiding in Plain Sight
C4BP binds the complement protein C4b and acts as a downregulator of the complement
system. The binding of C4b by C4BP results in disabling of the C3 convertase of the classical
and lectin pathways (i.e., C4bC2a). C4BP also acts as a cofactor for complement factor I [30], a
serine protease that cleaves and inactivates C4b. C4BP is recruited to the GAS surface by the
M protein [31–34], which effects amarked decrease in the production of themajor opsonin C3b
(a product of the C3 convertase), thus preventing complement activation and reducing GAS
clearance by C3b receptor-bearing phagocytes [35]. C4BP also competes with opsonic
Trends in Microbiology, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy 3
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antibodies for binding to the M protein, providing an additional means for enhancing GAS
survival [35,36].

Loss of C4BP binding to the GAS surface throughmutation of the M protein has been shown to
result in a 3- to 13-fold greater susceptibility to killing by whole human blood [35,36]. Since
murine C4BP does not bind the M protein [34], a transgenic mouse line expressing human
C4BP was generated to examine the role of C4BP in GAS pathogenesis [37]. In this model, a
significant effect was seen between wild-type and the humanized C4BP transgenic mice in
response to intravenous inoculation with a C4BP-binding strain of GAS. At a high inoculating
dose of this strain, �80% of humanized C4BP transgenic mice died after 8 days as compared
to only �20% of wild-type mice [37].

Remarkably, the M protein HVR is the C4BP-binding determinant. This has been demonstrated
through in vitro binding studies examining more than ten M protein types (including Protein H,
anM-like protein) [29,31,32,38–40]. Equally remarkably, a common site on C4BP is targeted by
M protein HVRs, as shown by competition studies [31,32]. A larger-scale study of C4BP
binding was carried out with whole bacteria, comprising 100 GAS strains of differing M types
[31]. An overwhelming majority of these strains (�90%) bound C4BP. While it has not been
established that the M protein was responsible for C4BP binding in each of these cases, no
factor besides an M or M-like protein (e.g., Protein H in certain M1 strains, and Enn18 in M18
strains) [39–41] has been documented to bind C4BP. Additionally, no region in the M protein,
besides the HVR, has been documented to bind C4BP.

Further delineation of C4BP-binding was provided by classification of 175 M protein types into
two clades, X (with 85 M proteins) and Y (with 84 M proteins) [38]. In this [165_TD$DIFF]work, direct binding
studies showed that 9 of 12 M protein types belonging to clade X bound C4BP, whereas none
of 12 M protein types belonging to clade Y did, suggesting that C4BP-binding is restricted to
clade X. There was some disagreement between this in vitro binding study and the whole-
bacteria study, as some of the M proteins identified as C4BP-nonbinders in vitro [38] corre-
sponded to C4BP-binders in the whole bacteria study [31]. C4BP binding in these particular
strains may be dependent on M-like proteins, or there may be other C4BP-binding proteins in
GAS yet to be identified.

The basis for the broad but specific recognition between HVRs and C4BP was elucidated
recently by structural studies [29]. Four M protein HVRs (M2, M22, M28, and M49) were
cocrystallized with the a1a2 domains of C4BP, which are sufficient for interaction [34]. The
C4BP a1 and a2 domains are each composed of�60 amino acid complement control protein
(CCP) modules, which are found in many complement proteins. Despite the sequence diver-
gence of the HVRs, a common set of contacts to the C4BP a1 and a2 domains was observed
[29] (Figure 2B). This set consisted primarily of electrostatic interactions supplemented by a few
hydrophobic ones. The C4BP a2 domain presented a quadrilateral of contacts consisting of a
hydrophobic site, a hydrogen bonding site, and two arginines; the a1 domain presented an Arg
nook, with both hydrophobic and electrostatic sites (Figure 2B). The prominence of arginines in
C4BP is likely to be consequential, as arginine is especially versatile for interactions. It
possesses both a guanidinium head group for electrostatic interactions and a long alkyl body
for hydrophobic interactions. Indeed, arginines at antibody-combining sites have been noted to
promote promiscuity [42]. In effect, the quadrilateral and Arg nook act as a ‘reading head’ that
interrogates the HVR coiled-coil structure for a pattern of chemically complementary amino
acids.

M2, M22, M28, and M49 all present similar spatial patterns of such complementary amino
acids [29]. The coiled-coil heptad locations of these amino acids differ, with M2 andM49 similar
4 Trends in Microbiology, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy
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to one another and belonging to one subset, and M22 and M28 similar to one another and
belonging to a second subset (Figure 2C). These differences are reflected in the fact that the M2
and M49 coiled coils run roughly parallel to C4BP, while the M22 and M28 coiled coils are
positioned crosswise to C4BP.

Forty-one further M protein HVRs (including that of Protein H) were identified as having amino
acid patterns similar to theM2/M49 or M22/M28 patterns, andwere therefore predicted to bind
C4BP in like manner [29]. These 41 HVRs comprise nearly half of the M strains identified to bind
C4BP in the whole GAS bacteria study [31]. The great majority of these M2/M49- or
M22/M28-like predicted C4BP-binders (>90%) belong to clade X [38], consistent with
C4BP-binding residing in clade X. However, in vitro binding data indicate that several of the
predicted M2/M49-like binders (M97, M102, and M106) do not in fact bind C4BP [38]. It is
possible that these M protein HVRs, while having M2/M49-like patterns, also have amino acids
that interfere with C4BP binding. In line with this possibility, it was observed that several amino
acids of the M2 HVR antagonize C4BP binding [29]. Slightly more than half of the M strains
identified to bind C4BP using whole GAS bacteria [31] cannot be ascribed to either theM2/M49
or M22/M28 pattern. A large number of these unascribable M protein HVRs (85%) belong to
clade X [38]. This suggests that there are likely to be further and as yet undiscovered M protein
HVR patterns involved in binding C4BP.

These structural studies show that, hidden within M protein variability, are conserved sequence
patterns that confer C4BP binding. How does GAS mask these functionally conserved
patterns? Part of the answer seems to be that C4BP is tolerant to variation whereas antibodies
are much less so. Only one of nine alanine-substitutions in the M2 HVR, at amino acids that
contact C4BP, resulted in a loss of C4BP binding [29]. Likewise, C4BP was tolerant to a
number of single amino acid substitutions in the M22 HVR (except those that disrupted the
coiled-coil structure) [31]. In contrast, these same single amino acid substitutions in the M22
HVR disrupted antibody binding [31]. Despite this overall tolerance, the interaction with C4BP is
indeed specific and there is a limit to sequence variation. C4BP binding was lost upon several
dual alanine-substitutions in the M2 HVR [29]. Another part of the masking strategy appears to
be diversion. Surrounding the conserved C4BP-binding pattern are a large number of variable
amino acids. The attention of the antibody response appears to be drawn to the variable
residues rather than to the conserved C4BP-binding pattern, resulting in a type-specific rather
than a type-promiscuous response (Figure 3A).

Can antibodies be made to mimic the type-promiscuous binding mode of C4BP (Figure 3B)?
There is suggestive evidence that this is possible. The HVR alone, in the absence of other
portions of the M protein, has been shown to evoke protective immunity [25]. This is in
agreement with the observation that nonimmunodominant streptococcal epitopes, such as
the HVR [21,27,28], can serve as protective immunizing antigens [28]. Type-promiscuity was
noted in a vaccine composed of 30 M protein HVRs, which elicited responses not only against
the 30 immunizing M proteins but also a number of M protein types not included in the vaccine
[25,26]. Intriguingly, 14 of the 30 immunizing M protein HVRs can be assigned to either the
M2/M49 or M22/M28 patterns, and 20 of the crossreactive M protein HVRs also can be
assigned to either of these two patterns [25,26]. Thus, it is possible that these crossreactive
antibodies adopted a C4BP-like binding mode.

A different approach has been taken to generating crossreactive antibodies that combines
information from phylogenetic clustering of M proteins (into clades X and Y) [38] with compu-
tational structure-based peptide modeling [43]. In this study, five HVRs from a cluster of 17
HVRs within clade X were used as vaccine antigens. Responses against the immunizing M
types were found, as well as responses against the remaining 12 M types in the cluster not
Trends in Microbiology, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy 5
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Figure 3. Type-Specificity and Type-Promiscuity of Antibodies. (A) Type-specific antibodies contact variable
residues of the M protein. Conserved C4BP-binding amino acids are in ghosted symbols. Just the antibody variable
domains are shown. (B) An antibody that contacted conserved C4BP-binding amino acids in the M protein would be
predicted to be able to recognize multiple M types (i.e., type-promiscuous response).
included in the vaccine. This cluster included M2, M22, and M28, but not M49. Interestingly, in
one of the immunizations, crossreactivity was seen to M49, suggesting that, again, in certain
cases, antibody crossreactivity may resemble C4BP type-promiscuity [29]. It may be possible
6 Trends in Microbiology, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy
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to combine the physicochemical approach [43] with the structure-based approach to identify
functionally indispensable sequence patterns [29], for example, those responsible for recruiting
C4BP. Antigens possessing such sequence patterns would be expected to elicit a neutralizing
response against a broad variety of GAS strains of differing M types. Masking strategies would
need to be dealt with, but surrounding conserved sequence patterns with low-information-
content sequences may achieve this. An added benefit of an HVR-based vaccine is that the
HVR does not elicit autoreactive antibodies [44], which have been a concern for M protein-
based vaccines, as the M protein is associated with autoimmune sequelae arising from
prolonged streptococcal infection [45]. Further studies on structure- and phylogenetic-based
clustering of M protein HVRs may lead to the rational design of an M protein-based GAS
vaccine.

Factor H
Although not as well characterized as type-promiscuity in M HVR–C4BP interactions, type-
promiscuity also appears to be the mode of factor H (FH) recruitment by M protein HVRs to the
GAS surface. Like C4BP, FH is a downregulator of the complement system and is composed of
CCP domains. FH is a cofactor for the factor I-mediated cleavage of C3b, and promotes the
dissociation of the alternative complement pathway C3 convertase (i.e., C3bBb). The con-
served C-repeats of M5 and M6 proteins, rather than their variable regions, had been reported
to bind FH [46,47]. However, a thorough re-examination of M protein–FH interactions indicates
that FH is bound by HVRs and not the C-repeats [48,49]. In particular, the M5, M6, and M18
HVRs were found to be sufficient to bind FH [48]. In addition, constructs of M5 and M6 lacking
portions of the HVR did not bind FH, whereas thosemissing the C-repeats continued to bind FH
[48]. Furthermore, binding of FH by HVRs is in agreement with the observation that the M5 and
M6 HVRs bind FH-like protein 1 (FHL-1) [20,49], a natural splice variant of FH. This agreement
stems from the fact that CCP domain 7 of FH is responsible for binding M proteins [48,50], and
FHL-1 consists of the first seven CCP domains of FH. The FH-binding M5, M6, and M18
proteins belong to clade Y [38], suggesting that C4BP-binding and FH-binding assort to
nonoverlapping sets of HVRs. The exception to this is the M-like Protein H, which binds both
C4BP and FH [39]. C4BP is bound by the Protein H HVR [32], while the portion of Protein H that
binds FH has not been determined. Whether FH-binding by HVRs is as widespread as C4BP-
binding is not yet clear. Unlike C4BP, there are GAS proteins unrelated to the M protein that
have been documented to bind FH, such as Fba [51] and Scl1 [52].

The role of FH in GAS pathogenesis has also been less clear than that of C4BP. Several
experiments have suggested little or no role for FH. For example, a GAS strain expressing a
truncated M5 that does not bind FH [48] retains resistance to phagocytosis, albeit at a
somewhat lower level than wild-type M5 GAS [20]. Since murine FH does not bind the M
protein [48], a transgenic mouse line expressing a human–mouse FH chimera that binds the M
protein was constructed [48]. In an invasive infection model using an FH-binding GAS strain (i.
e., M5), no difference in infection was seen between wild-type and the human–mouse FH
transgenic mice [48]. However, countervailing evidence demonstrating a significant role for FH
has come from a different mouse transgenic line, in which intact human FH rather than a
human–mouse FH chimera was expressed [37]. After intravenous introduction of an FH-
binding GAS strain (AP1, which expresses the FH- and C4BP-binding Protein H), 50% of
humanized FH transgenicmice died after 8 days as compared to nowild-typemice. Transgenic
mice expressing both human FH and human C4BP were even more severely affected by this
same GAS strain, which also binds C4BP, with no mice surviving after 8 days.

These recent data from humanized FH transgenic mice [37] support the conclusion that FH-
binding is an indispensable function in pathogenesis for some GAS strains, a necessary
Trends in Microbiology, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy 7
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condition for the evolution of a conserved FH-binding pattern in the M protein HVRs of these
strains. However, whether such a pattern exists in M protein HVRs remains an open question.

LL-37 and Histones
A globally disseminated GAS strain of the M1 type has been a leading cause of severe GAS
infections during the last several decades [53]. M1 is also the most prevalent M type in the
industrialized world [54]. However, the selective pressure maintaining the sequence of the M1
HVR, which binds neither C4BP nor FH, is unclear.

A strong possibility for functional indispensability in the M1 HVR is interaction with the
cathelicidin peptide LL-37 [55,56]. Cathelicidins are cationic antimicrobial peptides that provide
a critical first line of innate immune defense against microbial infection [57–59], including by
GAS [60]. Cathelicidins are produced by neutrophils, macrophages, mast cells, and kerati-
nocytes along with other epithelial cell types [58–60]. They are synthesized as �18 kDa
precursor proteins which lack antimicrobial activity [61], and are processed by neutrophil
proteinase-3 or keratinocyte kallikreins to release mature C-terminal antimicrobial peptides
[62–64]. Only one human cathelicidin exists, LL-37 (�4.5 kDa), which is produced from the
precursor hCAP-18. LL-37 is a-helical in solution [65] and lipid micelles [66], and functions, like
other amphipathic a-helical cationic antimicrobial peptides, by inserting into bacterial plasma
membranes and causing bacterial lysis. LL-37 also acts as an immune signaling molecule [67–
69], promoting chemotactic responses as well as other activities. LL-37 is also sensed by GAS
to elicit changes in virulence factor expression [70].

The GASM1 strain is highly resistant to killing by LL-37 and neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs)
[55], in which LL-37 is abundant. This resistance was shown to be due to the specific
interaction between LL-37 and the M1 protein [55,56]. The M1 HVR along with the down-
stream, sequence variable A region and B-repeats (Figure 2A) were found to confer LL-37-
binding [55]. The structural details of this interaction are not yet known. Detoxification of LL-37
by the M1 protein is achieved by sequestration of LL-37 into an M1 ‘protein trap’ [56]. This
occurs either on the GAS surface by cell-wall-attached M1 protein, or in the extracellular space
by the released, soluble form of the M1 protein. Sequestration by M1 protein prevents LL-37
from interacting with its target of action, the bacterial plasma membrane [56]. M1 protein also
neutralizes the chemotactic properties of LL-37, impairing recruitment of neutrophils to the
infection site [56]. In addition, M1 protein binds hCAP-18 and inhibits its maturation to LL-37
[56]. In a murine subcutaneous infection model, the contribution to virulence of the M1 protein
was almost entirely attributable to its ability to neutralize the murine ortholog of LL-37, CRAMP
[56], which has properties essentially identical to those of LL-37.

LL-37 interaction with M1 GAS was also seen by electron microscopy to lead to release of
vesicle-like structures [71]. These vesicle-like structures had LL-37 on their surface, and had
proinflammatory effects, causing release of resistin and myeloperoxidase from neutrophils.
Concentrated supernatants enriched in the vesicle-like structures contained the M protein,
suggesting that the M protein was part of these vesicles.

In a process that appears to be similar to detoxification of LL-37, the N-terminal, sequence-
variable region of the M1 protein (i.e., HVR, A region, and B-repeats) has also been identified to
detoxify histones [72], which are major components of NETs and have antibacterial activity [73].
As with LL-37, the mechanism of histone detoxification appears to be the trapping of histones
by the M1 protein, and preventing histones from reaching the bacterial membrane and entering
the bacterium.
8 Trends in Microbiology, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy
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To date, M1 is the only M protein known to bind and detoxify cathelicidins and histones, but a
number of other GAS strains display high levels of resistance against LL-37 [55] and against
histones [72]. It is not clear yet whether LL-37-resistance, histone-resistance, or both, are
conferred by the M protein in these strains, and if so, whether variable regions of the M protein
are responsible.

Intricacy in Protein Dynamics
An intricacy in the deceptively simple a-helical, coiled-coil structure of the M protein has been
uncovered in the sequence-variable B-repeats of the M1 protein [16], which confer binding to
fibrinogen (Fg) [74]. Interaction between the M protein and Fg in general protects against
phagocytosis [20,74–76], and in the case of M1, also leads to the formation of a proinflam-
matory, supramolecular M1–Fg network [15] that is likely involved in toxic shock [11].

The M1 B-repeats are conformationally dynamic and interconvert between two alternate
coiled-coil registers, which occupy adjacent helical faces [16] (Figure 4A). One of the registers,
called register 1, is incompatible with Fg binding [13], while the other, called register 2,
corresponds to the conformation observed in the Fg-bound state of the M1 protein [15].
TheM1 protein in its free state has been documented to sample both registers 1 and 2 [16]. The
B-repeats, in addition, have a dissociated and most likely natively unfolded state [16]
(Figure 4B). The alternate registers and multiple conformations of the B-repeats are due to
its highly noncanonical coiled-coil sequence [77]. Indeed, the sequence of the M1 B-repeats is
a mosaic of short blocks of amino acids that prefer register 1 alternating with short blocks of
amino acids that prefer register 2 [15,77] (Figure 4C). The M1 B-repeats were mutated such
that they contained amino acids ideal for forming a coiled-coil entirely in either register 1 or
register 2, creating two versions of the M1 protein [13,16]. Both register 1- and 2-idealized
versions of the M1 protein were more stable than the wild-type M1 protein. Unsurprisingly,
stabilization of the M1 protein B-repeats in the Fg-nonbinding register 1 resulted in a marked
loss of Fg binding [13,16]. Again unsurprisingly, expression of the register 1-idealized M1
protein on the surface of GAS resulted in a significant decrease in bacterial survival in either a
whole blood or neutrophil killing assay [78].

However, surprisingly, stabilization of the M protein B-repeats in the Fg-binding register 2 also
resulted in a marked loss of Fg binding and concomitant Fg-dependent proinflammatory
activity in whole blood [16]. A key observation that explains this counterintuitive result is that
Fg binding was restored to the register 1- and 2-idealized M1 proteins by chaotropic destabili-
zation of these proteins [16]. This indicates that instability and dynamics in the M1 protein are
essential to Fg binding. A ‘capture-and-collapse’ mechanism was suggested to account for
this behavior (Figure 4B). In this mechanism, a dynamic and intrinsically disordered conforma-
tion of the M1 protein B-repeats is responsible for the initial capture of Fg. This dynamic
conformation in the B-repeats then collapses into a register 2 coiled-coil due to stabilization
provided by Fg-binding energy [16]. Thus, the amino acids that destabilize the coiled-coil but do
not directly contact Fg are as important for Fg binding as those that directly contact Fg.

Fibrinogen has been shown to interact with several other M proteins that have B-repeat regions,
includingM3, M6,M12, M14,M18,M19,M23, M54, andM57 [38,79], which all belong to clade
Y (as does M1) [38]. As noted above, the B-repeats are variable in sequence and do not share
considerable sequence identity. Like the HVR, the B-repeats are weakly immunogenic [27], but
unlike the HVR, they do not elicit opsonic antibodies [20]. Thus, the selective pressure driving
their variation is unresolved.

The M5 B-repeats are the only B-repeats besides the M1 B-repeats shown to bind Fg [74]. The
M5 B-repeats (2.4 repeats, 25 amino acids) are only 25% identical in sequence to the M1 B-
Trends in Microbiology, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy 9
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Figure 4. Protein Dynamics in the B-repeats. (A) Helical wheel representation of the M1 B-repeats in register 1 (top)
and 2 (bottom). The color coding of residues is preserved in the two registers, and the arrows indicate the rotation of the
helical face required to transition from one register to the other. Adapted from [16]. (B) Interconversion between multiple
conformations in the M1 B-repeats, with the central conformation representing a dissociated and natively unfolded state.
The ‘capture-and-collapse’ model of Fg binding is shown, with the natively unfolded state of the B-repeats capturing Fg,
leading to collapse of the B-repeats into register 2. (C) Top. Heptad register predicted for the M1 B-repeats, with register 1
in blue and register 2 in red. Gaps are in white. Bottom. Heptad register predicted for the M5 B-repeats. Contiguous amino
acids are colored similarly.
repeats (2.2 repeats, 28 amino acids). While theM1 andM5 B-repeats bind different sites on Fg
[74], the M5 B-repeats share with the M1 B-repeats a highly noncanonical coiled-coil
sequence. The M5 B-repeats also appear to be composed of a mosaic of multiple registers
(Figure 4C). However, the M5 B-repeats appear to be even more complex than the M1 B-
repeats. Rather than the alternating three or four amino acid gaps diagnostic of two competing
registers in the M1 B-repeats, the M5 B-repeats have no clear pattern of alternating gaps. The
10 Trends in Microbiology, Month Year, Vol. xx, No. yy
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Outstanding Questions
Are there additional conserved
sequence patterns in M protein HVRs
for binding C4BP?

Can the type-promiscuity of C4BP be
mimicked in antibodies?

How many M protein HVRs bind FH?

Is there a conserved FH-binding pat-
tern hidden in M protein variability?

Do other M proteins besides M1 bind
and detoxify LL-37 in a ‘protein trap’?

Is there a conserved LL-37-binding
pattern hidden in M protein variability?

Do other M proteins besides M1 bind
and detoxify histones in a ‘protein
trap’?

Is there a conserved histone-binding
pattern hidden in M protein variability?

Is Fg binding generally conserved in M
protein B-repeats?

What drives sequence variation in M
protein B-repeats?

Is the ‘capture-and-collapse’ mecha-
nism general to the interaction of M
proteins with Fg?

Do the B-repeats of M proteins
besides M1 trigger pyroptosis in
macrophages?

What is the host factor that recognizes
the M1 B-repeats in triggering macro-
phage phagocytosis?
noncanonical nature of the M5 B-repeats suggest that the ‘capture-and-collapse’mechanism
of Fg binding may hold true for the M5 B-repeats as well. Less detailed information is known
about other Fg-binding M proteins. To date, all Fg-binding M proteins have bound fibrinogen
fragment D (FgD) [38,74,79], and the interaction between various M proteins and FgD has been
noted to have complex binding and dissociation kinetics [79], which is consistent with a
‘capture-and-collapse’ mechanism. Further experiments are needed to determine the gener-
ality of this mechanism for M protein–Fg interactions.

The M1 B-repeats have also been shown to bind the human A, B, and H blood antigens, which
are glycans, with the greatest affinity displayed to the H-antigen [80]. Blood antigen- and Fg-
binding are specified by different amino acids in the M1 B-repeats [15]. Intriguingly, the register
1-idealized version of the M1 B-repeats displayed reduced binding to the H-antigen. This
suggests that protein dynamics may also be important for blood group antigen interaction, or
that register 2 or another conformation in the M1 B-repeats is important. The interaction
between the M1 protein and the H-antigen was found to enhance binding to, and invasion of,
H1-antigen-expressing human buccal epithelial cells [80]. This increased M1-dependent
adhesion contrasts with a report that found decreased adhesion to human pharyngeal
keratinocytes due to the M1 protein, with the decrease in adhesion enhanced by Fg [81].
These keratinocytes presumably lacked the H-antigen.

The M1 B-repeats have recently been shown to be involved in triggering pyroptosis in macro-
phages [82]. This activity was independent of Fg. The M1 protein was shown to activate the
NLRP3 inflammasome, leading to activation of caspase-1 and consequent maturation and
release of the proinflammatory cytokine IL-1b. This process required clathrin-mediated endo-
cytosis of the released, soluble form of the M1 protein. Soluble M1 protein was also shown to
trigger IL-1b activation and release in vivo, when introduced intraperitoneally into mice. The
host factor responsible for recognition of the M1 B-repeats is currently unknown.

The M1 B-repeats have an unusual multiplicity of functions, making them a promising target for
intervention. A complex relationship exists between sequence and structure in this region,
belying the simplicity of the coiled-coil. An ideal coiled-coil is structurally regular and thus
capable of sampling a very narrow conformational space, as opposed to a dynamic coiled-coil
which is able to sample a considerably wider conformational space. Themultiplicity of functions
in theM1 B-repeats would seem to demand amultiplicity of conformations rather than a regular
structure. In addition, the multiplicity of conformations may also serve a masking function in
creating a moving target for immune recognition.

Concluding Remarks
The antigenic variability [166_TD$DIFF]of the M protein has been an obstacle to the development of a GAS
vaccine. However, recent work has uncovered sequence patterns that are conserved in certain
M types for recruiting C4BP to the GAS surface. This conservation is hidden in plain sight by the
variability of surrounding sequences. Suggestive evidence exists that these conserved
sequence patterns can act as antibody epitopes, resulting in an antibody response against
multiple M types. A better understanding of the interactions of other host factors with the
variable regions of the M protein (see Outstanding Questions) has the potential to guide the
design of a broadly neutralizing GAS vaccine.
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